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~~OdE! Dance Performanc~ ·s~[Q».ed by Davis
.

•.

· By Mike Gallagher
The m~dern · dance· performance scheduled for 8;15·p.m.
in Popejoy Hall t~night will no.t
include ''Untitled,'' a dance perfanned in the nude, on the order
of University President Wjlliam
·Davis.
~
Tony Hillerman, spokesman
for the president, said, 1'There
are a· certain number of people
who would be offended and we
must consider th~ir feelings.
"It would have been different
if the dance troupe (Pilobolus)
had said we do the dance or we ·
don't dance but they offered us
the option," Hillerman said.
Chris Ashe, manager for the
troupe, said, "The program has
been changed, It is still irritating
to find you can't do a piece
because of censorship."
':The dance doesn't work when
you have to wear dance belts, in
fact when we have performed the
dance clothed we have received
very bad reviews,'' Ashe said.
Hillerman and William Martin,
Director of Popejoy Hall, said
they have received very few
phone .caUs and no phone calls

\
Pres. William Davis
from state Iejislators. .. ·
.
"Each ylar the University
·schedules something which can
be used again$t it during the
legislative sessions," Hillernian
said.
The decision by President
Davis. was made after VicePresidents Chester Travelstead
and Harold ~avender with Hiller-

man copsidered the ra·mifications\..·
of lettmg t.he dance go on as \ •· .
scheduled, Hillerman said.
· . •·
President Davis reached his
decision to ban. the performance, .
while in Denver. and notified ·
HilJerman Monday morning,·
Hillerman said. ·
-·
Director of Popejoy · Hall,
William Martin, said he bad
'hoped to avoid offending people
by giving ·advanced notice of the
' nude performance. Notices were·
also to be included in the
program and the lights would
ha~e been turned up before· the
final dane~ "Untitled'' w~s begun
so. anyone who ·thought they
· would be offended would have a
chance to leave.
"They are professional and will
. dance their hearts out but they
·are disappointed," Martin said.
! Martin said, "It is up to the intelligent public to protect the
obligation and the right of the artist to present their work as they
envision it."
·
Hillermtm said, "This isn't the
first time we have had nude performances at the University, but
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(Continued on page 6)
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Students must pick up their
10 cards and validation
labels (in Bandelier East) by ·
Friday or they will be
disenrolled.
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Who Knows Whom?

This year's freshman class not only posted the
. worst American College Test (ACT) scores in the
history of UNM, they also were the holders of the
dubious honor of registering the single worst
decline in scores from year to year since ACT
results were first recorded for the University.
A study conducted by University College Dean
William Huber and compiled by the Testing
Division of UNM revealed that the basic skills of
students entering UNM has deteriorated at an
alarming rate, and Huber sees no quick way out of
the present morass.
"There is no neat, packaged solution to the
problem," said Huber. "It took us at least 25 years
to get into the present situation, and there is no
reason to believe that it won't take neatly as long
to get us out. Even if we carried out sweeping
reforms that would be put in effect starting
tomorrow, it would still take 18 years to undo all
. t he .damage t hat ~as been done to the present,,
generation of students.''
In 1967, nearly 23 per cent of UNM's incoming
freshman class fell into the top quarter of thos.e
taking the ACT (scores between 26 and 36). By
~~~~r~~n~ frosh in ~he top quartile totalled only

·

By John Kueker
·
More. important th.an the· decline at £he top was
A recent poll conducted by Popular Entertainment Committee the huge increase of tftose. scoring in the bottom
Chairman Kevin Bliss showed that the majority of UNM students are quarter of the ACTs .. In 1967, only 8.4 per cent
uninterested in student government. Most of those interviewed were scored a 15 or l~ss for their ACT composite scores.
unable to correctly identify the President of ASUNM, let alone the In 1975, one out of every three freshmen was in the
Vic~ President or senators.
.
,
bottom category.
. ·
Bliss said, "Students simply don't care about student government.
The worst decline came in English usage. In
· .
.·
.1967, slightly more than 10 per cent of incoming
They are totally uniformed and uninterested."
Bliss' poll covered a variety of subjects related to politics. The fin· freshmen placed in the top quartile on the English
dings indicate that while ·most students are interested in national and usage section of the ACT. By 1975, less than four
state politics, the Associated Students of• UNM (ASUNM) political per cent were in the top group.
· .
struggles do not interest them in the least.
. . .
.. .
..
.. In 1967, onJ.~ ten per cent of t~ose taking the
Asked what their .interest in student government was, only four ·ACT were put m the bottom quartile. By 1975, one
per cent said they were very interested, whill! _61 per cent of those . !h~rd of ~.n.incomin.g freshme.n were. "fun~tionall.Y
polled indicated that they were not interested in student government dh.tera.te m .· ~nghsh, meanmg that the.r ba~Jc
at ali.Only 49 per cent had ever voted inan ~SUNM elec~ion •.....• · sktlls m Engbsh were on an elementary school
. .·
. . .
. . ..
• . . . .•
Even more disturbing for ASUNM politiciBnS .was the •dent•f•cat1on level.. . .
.
(Continued on page 61
A Similar dechne toC?k place 1D math, SOCia1SCie.n•
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ces and natural sciences. In the social sciences, 11
per cent were in the bottom quarter of those
taking the ACT in 1967, by 1975 an incredible 44
per cent of all incoming freshmen were functionally illiterate in the social sciences.
The ACT has often. been charged with socioeconomic bias, but the ACT scores of UNM's freshmen could not be attributed to either ethnicity or
economics.
· On the contrary. While the ACT scores of
Blacks, Indians and Chicanos have declined, they
have . not declined at as rapid a rate as those of
•
white, middle class freshmen.
"The drop In ACT scores is definitely not caused
by the greater numbers of minorities taking the
ACT." said Huber. "If it weren't for them, the
ACTscor~s would have declined even further.''
(The LOBO willfurth'er examine Huber's data: and

solutions in tomorrow's installment o!tp:is series)
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Candidates Issue Health. Records

~

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Medi0 cal rec!)rds supplied by 11
,::, presidential candidates sh!lw
j they ;ue generally healthy,
,t. Medical · World News reported
·; Tuesday.
~
Here is a brief summary of the
8 report of each candidate:
·
'R
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind.-His
<ll
doctor reported a March, 1974,
~ exam showed Bayh to be in ex.~ cellent physical 'condition. A
Z S!llitary nodule has been ob<:<~
served in X-rays in his right lung
~ but a doctor told him it "is no
~ threat to your health at this
p., time,"
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, DTex.-A Dec. 9 report showed
Bentsen was in good health. It
noted Bentsen had a twitch of the
s:heek during an interview and
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when Bentsen was told of it, it
ceased.
Sen.
Robert 'Byrd,
DW ,Va.-The congressional
physician said Byrd was in excellent health with a number of
"minor" problems such as · an .
inactive ulcer and a slight involuntary muscle movement.
Former Gov. Jimmy Carter of
Georgia-His doctor said Carter
"is a healthy individual with excellent habits and able to c_arry
.on at an amazing pace with no
evid~t fatigue." Carter has had
swallowing difficulties in the past
due to an allergy to hops, bear.s
and Swiss cheese.
Church- Walter Reed Army
Medical Center said an exam last
July showed no abnormalities.
Church was treated for testicular
cancer 28 years ago but at the
last exam there was no evidence
of active disease .
Ford.:.The White House
physician said l~st Saturday
Ford was in excellent health "and
should have no difficulties handling the responsibilities of the
c!lming year."
Former Sen. Fred Harris of
·Oklahoma-His doctor said a Jan.
2 physical showed no suggestion
of any health impairment except
for a weight problem for which a
dietary plan is in effect.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D·
Wash.-Walter Reed reported
Jackson's latest exam showed he
was in excellent condition. The
senator had less than one-tenth
of a kidney removed in 1974
because of

Jackson has been cured of that
problem,
Reagan-Doctor said Reagan,'
64, was in "excellent health, far
better than the average man his
age." X-rays have shown a small
hernia of part of the stomach and
some outpouching from the colon
wall: neither need treatment,
Gov. Milton Shapp of Pennsylvania-A
physical
in
January, 1975, showed Shapp
was normal with no symptoms
from earlier urinary tract stones.
Sargent Shriver- Doctor· said
Shriver was "in.superb health."
In 1974, Shriver had two lip and
one tqngue lesions removed
surgically but there was no
evidence of cancer.
Rep, Morris Udall, DAriz.-Do.ctor said Udall was in
excellent health. Udall lost an
eye in childhood due to injury
and had a small skin cancer
removed from his chest last
August. The lesion js completely
·
curable.
Although Wallace did not complete the report, the magazine
said the paralysis of Wallace's
lower trunk and legs caused a
number
of
complications
requiring four major operations.
But his doctor was quoted as
saying the governor's serious
problems are over and Wallace is
fully physically capable of serving as. President. He said
Wallace was· seen once by a
psychiatrist after the shooting
bU:t the governor "didn't get a
whole lot out of it and he didn't
stones and· seethe man
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Bush Confirmed CIA Director ··
WASHINGTON -T.he Senate voted Tuesday to confirm
George Bush as director of the Central Intelligence Agency
despite c!)ntentions his political past will. further jeopardize
public confidencl) in the intelligence commumty.
The nomination was· confirmed 64-27. Sen. Jesse Helms, RN.C., wa~ the only republican to vote against Bush although Sen.
Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., voted present .
Bush won praise from supporters and opponents for his
honesty, integrity and a distinguished publ[c ~areer a.s a
· Congressman from Texas, Ambassador to the Un,ted Natwns
and the U.S.liaison to the People's Republic of China.
But it was his chairmanship of the Republican National Committee during the Nixon administration that brought Bush's
nominatiim under fire as inappropriate because of past misuses of
the CIA for political purposes.'

Phone 243-5601
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Ford, Reagan Debate Possible
WASHINGTON-President Ford's long-time political mentor
said Tuesday he may advise Ford to debate rival Ronald Reagan
during their primary contests for the Republican presidential
.
nomination.
White House counselor Robert T. Hartmann told reporters the
President "always debated" his opponents when he ran for
Congress from Michigan's fifth district despite contrary advice
from his elders.
.
Asked whether he would advise Ford to debate Reagan, Hart·
mann said "I mightl do that."
Hartmann was reluctant to predict the outcome of the New
Hampshire and Florida primaries. "The President is going to put
on a good battle," he said. He said he could conceive of no circumstances whereby Ford would drop out even if he lost heavily
·
to Reagan in the primaries.
He quoted Ford as saying "if anyone thinks I'm going to 'pull
out, they are out of their minds;"·
'
·

Extra Savings on film and developing
Thrifty drug prices
Convience foods
':

Large
Selection
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Hearst Case: 'Fully Covered'
SAN FRANCISCO-Judge Oliver J. Carter told prospective
jurors in the Patricia Hearst bank robbery trial Tuesday th~t
they might be sitting in on "the most fully covered case to date JD
this country."
.
The judge has set aside 111 seats for press, r~di~, ~elevision,
and magazines. Of these, 63 ~ave bee~ reserv~d md'v'~ually for
news organizations and 48 w,n be avadable dady on af,rst-come
first-served basis.
During jury selection, most of the courtroom will be taken up
by prospective jurors, and only a limited- number-36-of the
media can get in.
,
Tuesday morning when a few seats became avadable because
of jurors being ex!=used reporters engaged in a pushing-shoving
melee:
"I hate pushing over old ladies," said one newswoman who
managed to get a seat, "but at least I did get in."
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The Davis Choice of Budge~ or Censorship
"The People, I say, are the only competent judges
of their own welfare."- Josiah Quincy, 1774
In a move that can only be termed bald censorship, UNM President William Davis Monday
banned the performance of a dance set to occur in Popejoy Hall tonight.
The dance in question was part of a program
by the Pilobolus Dance Troupe, an internationally known company on tour. It seems
Pilobolus wanted to perform their finale in the
nude. Davis said no, forcing the troupe to alter
its program.
Davis' rationale is obvious, if not exactly admirable. The New Mexico legislature is now in
session, .and among other things, it must
·decide how much money to give UNM for the
upcoming year. If Pilobolus had been allowed
to dance nude, Davis presumably reasoned,
then UNM must face the prospect of a
legislative assault. ·
After all, this is the University of the Love
Lust poem, of student demonstrations, of a
lesbian Homecoming Queen. It has been attacked by legislators before. Why allow it to be
attacked again?
Why not allow, nay invite, an attack? No one
was forcing legislators to buy tickets to see
Pilobolus. And no one should have forced cancellation of the troupe's planned dance.
Davis' decision to censor amounts to an abdication of the University's duty to protect and
foster free expression. Our country was founded in a spirit of liberty. That spirit must be
maintained, even if its detractors happen to be
state legislators.
It is ironic that Pilobol us has performed in
the nude at sites throughout the nation and
has only been censored once before-in Iowa

Persecution

By John Feldman
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Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and ratters represent the opfnion
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Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

by Garry Trudeau
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Editor:
I'm sick of hearing people cornplain about smokers. We have a
right to smoke.
Sure we'll put out our cigarettes
if it offends someone or they are
allergic to the smoke. The laws are
correct in saying it's bad to smoke
in elevators and stores.
But it's going too· far to say we
can't smoke in restaurants and outside court rooms. We enjoy our
cigarettes after dinner. They're
relaxing and taste good. In tense
situations it's nice to be able to light
up instead of blow up.
Smoking is a much less offensive
habit than gum popping or fingernail chewing.
So leave us our simple pleasures,
at least. We know all about cancer
and have chosen to smoke anyway.
Leave us alone for a while and pick
on someone else, like people who
don't cover their mouths when they
sneeze.
Richard Lewis

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

Juniors & Seniors
are needed for
Practice
Interview Sessions

From Moscow To Mora
City, Iowa. It is discouraging they had to meet
with similar treatment here.
Doubtless, UNM would have suffered external abuse had President Davis permitted the
dancers to perform nude. But perservering
through such abuse would have been a
healthier experience than the one we now
face-that of a University which denies its
responsibilities just because of a couple of
dollars.
Yes, UNM will get its money. The legislators
and blue-noses will be placated. The student
body will be "silent. And Pilobolus will perform
fully clothed.
But something will be lost. Nothing tangible,
mind you. But something nonetheless.

The persecution of Jehovah's Witnesses is not
new, but it may have reached new heights of cruelty
in southeastern Africa. Scattered stories from the
small country of Malawi report that as many as 30,000
native black Witnesses are being held prisoner in
detention camps.
Perhaps the LOBO is not the most appropriate place
for an item on reUgious intolerance. But the story of
the plight of the Witnesses is barely being told at all.
How long can a story of this magnitude unfold before
people take any interest? If the story doesn't touch
home, do people care?
According to a Jan. 2, 1976 Wall Street Journal
editorial . (a rare rep9rt in the national pres'>), Witnesses In Malawi have been murdered, sexually
abused and tortured in increasing numbers over the
last year.
The Witnesses are being held in what Awake - a
Jehovah's Witness publication - calls "concentration camps" because the basically law-abiding
Witnesses refuse to carry membership cards to the
only political party in Malawi, the Malawi Congress
Party. The nature of their faith requires that the
allegiance of Witnesses be to God, not to any country.
The Dec. 8 and Jan. 8 issues of Awake describe
the murders and sexual abuses of Witnesses in
Malawi with monstrous, horrifying detail.

The overpowering religious tone of Awake cannot
detract from the savagery of this excerpt: " 'Let Jesus
Christ come down right now to prevent us from
beating you all, before we start beating you!' The
chairman and his Youth League aides then begin
. beating men and women. They take off all their
clothes and rub a mixture of pepper and the hairs from
the pods of itching beans all over their naked bodies.
They press this same mixture onto the genitals of the
men and into the genitals of the women."
In 1967 Malawi officially banned the faith of the
Witnesses. For a decade the Witnesses have fled from
one emerging black African nation to another in search of a haven, without success. .
Pressure by the Malawiin government of President
H. Kamuzu Banda on the Witnesses trapped in their
own country intensified in 1975.
American Witnesses point out that a campaign in
Malawi similar to that of Hitler, who successfully
destroyed the German Witnesses, may be in the
works.
The world press has neglected this story in favor of
covering the conflict in Angola. Without wider
coverage of their plight it may soon be too late to save
the Witnesses. Is anyone listening to the cry of the
Witnesses?

The Bell System is paying students· $8.00 for
20 minute interviews. You will be participating
in Bell's Recruiter Training Conference next
week.
Free transportation from UNM to the conJg~ence at White
~ provid~'d;' . · ;~<,
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··Peter Frdmpt~ft_.:

· Jerry Garcra:···
IVJarv~n Gaye· ·
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Bad Company
EagiH :
Gratefur:ileod
Joan Baez
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The Band
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Beau Brummels
Young
Dan HtckS
It's A BeauttfUI Day
Jeff Beck
Elvin 81shop
Blood, Sweat and Tears
Dav1d Bowu~
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Notary Public

Winr9ck Motel and ·return is

All majors are welcome. Women and
minorities are especially encouraged to par. ticipate.
To gain the experience of a job interview and
earn $8.00 too, please contact the
UNM Career Services Center
Mesa Vista Hall
today for further details.

SAVE WITH SECURITY

WHAT

& True Men'

Editor:
First, let me say right off I am a normal, healthy, fairly liberal American
male. But I know when to draw the line!! Perhaps your paper needs a censorship board which has an ounce of good taste, Why inflict such tasteless
porno-trash of a sick perverted group of deviates, wimps, and pinko
exhibitionists on us? Let's admit it-these "people" ne.ed medical help, in
spite of the liberal in the AMA who say they're not. It these sickos can't be
treated through drugs, shock treatmen.t. let them be locked up or given
lobotomies to cure their feverish venereal diseased minds.
With all the importa.nt events happening all over Albuquerque, why give
these freaks undue publicity, on the front page yet. How can you ignore
such vital issues such as flagrant teenage drinking, sex and dope parties,
communist tampering with our city's water treatment facilities, and lax
and immoral attitudes in our police dept. Get with it LOBO, I expect more
from MY newspaper.
I like to see things in black and white, not pink transvestite ·lurid colors.
· These alleged males all want to pick up someone like me, crew-cut, blond,
150 lbs, who will then beat them up when they find out they have been
"ga1ty deceived." If I can lead a normal life (my girl has yet to complain
al::!out our position) any body can! Some friends of mine on the UNM football team have told me that they're all normai straight and true men. Noone's afraid to bend over to pick up the soap while showering! So don't let
anyone say I have any oppressed perverted urges. I think the LOBO can
realize its mistakes and take positive action to improve. Good luck I
William Battlers
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Grand Allocated
iTo Sp.ecial Projects
§

The allocations committee of
'":. the Greater. UNM Fund has ap·
] proved expenditures of $20,250
j for 15 UNM projects designed to
>.. support programs aimed at at.tracting outstanding students
A and recognize faculty.
.
8 Bob Lalicker, UNM director of
·~ development, says $12,800 went
<l> to the student-related programs.
:21 Of that $4,800 was earmarked for
~ continuation of the High School
Z Achievement Awards program of
.0 the UNM Alumni Asso~:iation.
~ Two students from every New
of Mexico high school are eligible
p... for recognition,
The committee allocated $1500
for use to support initiation of
. the College . of Engineering
Hispanic Engineering Program.
Funds also will go to an upcoming French-German
Weekend
for
students
throughout the state, the
statewide mathematics contest
for students in junior and senior

r;;

Who Knows Whom?
(Continued from page 1)

high schools, the Northwest
Regional Science Fair and the approaching "in-res.idency"
program of the Denver Symphony.
It will offer UNM faculty and
students, community musicians,
Tony Hillerm<Jn
as well as public school students,
access to members of that major
symphony.
Lalicker says, "The other
projects approved are ones that (Continued from page 1)
will most assuredly add to the ex- . we had an option in this case.
"I wonder what we would have
cellen.ce of our teaching and serdone if the legislature wasn't in
vice programs."
These- include two Outstanding session. We can't go rubbing
Teacher Awards, campus-wide peoples' noses in this sort of
bicentennial programs and thing. We have to think of the
playback equipment to assist people who are paying the bills.
There is no reason to go out and
handicapped stude~ts.
The money for these projects, offend people you don't have to,"
which cannot be funded through Hillerman explained.
The dance troupe, Pilobolus,
the regular budget allocation
process at UNM. comes from has performed the dance on the
unrestricted donations to the West Coast and the mid-west.
Greater UNM Fund which en- "We had to change the program
in Iowa City but most of the time
joyed a record year in 1974-75.
we just did it without any
Madrid, Spllin information meeting. All in"itcd,
c:ofrce served. International Centt'r, 1808 Las
problems.'' the manager of the
;; ~
IJomas, N.E. Thursd!ly, Jan. 29.1 to 4 p.m.
troupe
said.
I("~ Ll~
Pilobolus
has received a
to
Latin
Anyone who wishes to subscribe
·~
American, a London based-newsletter, 13 weekly
Guggenheim
Fellowship
grant,
issues for $5.85, contact SOI~AS, 277~3203- by
"'..:;,I; "'..l.
numerous awards and expects to
Thursday afternoon.
tour
Italy next year. "We per·
Wednesday Chapel, 12:30 to 1 p.m. at the Alum·
Question/answer session with Samuel Sandhill,
ni Chapel; prayer, singing and thinking about formed in Israel one year and did
noted Jewish scholar. Wednesday, Jan. 28, 3 p.-m.
third floor lounge or Ortega Hall. AU students and
Jesus as a social agitator.
the dance there, and Israel is a
faculty Invited to attend.
ASUNM Senate steering committee meeting,
pretty con·servative country,"
Wednesday, Jan. 28,6 p.m. nn 231 A, SUE.
ASUNM Senate meets Wednesday, 7 p.m., In·
Ashe said.
tcrnat'l Ctr., 1808 Las Lomas N.E. Open to all
William Martin said ticket
UNM Democrats meet, Wednesday, Jan. 28, rm
students-laughs galore.
231C, SUB. Ev.eryonc welcome.
sales 'for tonight's performance
BridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridge were steady, but not unusual.
A common feeling among
~
~
~
~
people in the fine arts department and the administration was
~ ·Win a
Scholarship ~ the
program would have gone on
as
scheduled
if the legislature
~~
For Details
~~
was not meeting in financial
~
~
~ session.
The
performance
was
~
arranged last year and the
was notified several
~ University
weeks ago that one of the dances
·c
~
l:l:l
A Series of 6 Duplicate
co would be performed in the nude.
~
~
Hillerman said he, Lavender,
~
Bridge Tournaments
~ and Travelstead were all in
agreement that another program
~
·~
be performed but that the
Cjgri(igeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBrid~ should
decision was President Davis'
alone.
Ashe, the troupe m'anager
said, "The dance is not obscene
and deals with birth. Some of the
dances we do fully clothed deal
with sex and to some people they
could be considered obscene."

Performance

~~II>~~(/~

-----------------------------

$200.00

Meeting Monday, Feb. 2
7 p.m. in SUB 231E

section of the poll. Thirty-seven per cent of those polled could identify
Alan Wilson as ASUNM President, while 62 per cent could not.
ASUNM Vi·ce President Damon Tobias was correctly identified by
slightly less than 10 per cent of the participants, while only one
stud-Jnt in 20 could name three..,._. or more members of the student
·senate,
Committee chairmen fared no better. About 5.5 per cent of the
students could identify Kevin Bliss as the head of the PEC, while over
eight per cent could correctly identify Lewis Tempkin, Chairman of
the Speakers Committee.
Several students expressed the opinion that .''student senate
doesn't do enough," while the most popular complaint was that the
ASUNM Senate was not representative of th«l student body as a
whole ("most of the money is spent on special interests," said two
respondents.)
Other popular complaints levelled at the Senate included the
charge that it was too political ("nothing more than a club for aspiring
Barboa's and Lucero's"), that it was fiscally irresponsible, that the
Senate was not effective or import11nt in representing the students
and that continual bickering reduced the Senate's effectiveness.
Individual responses included adjectives like "trivial,"
· "disorganized," "an ingrown club that spends too much time playing
their own games," "too talkative," and "unable to govern themselves,
let alone the students."
One student stood up for the Senate, saying that "there is nothing
wrong with the Senate. Criticism of their fiscal affairs is unjustified."
Senator Duffey-Ingrassia was the ~enator most ·identified by
students, with Celia Knight a distant second. Alan Wilson was by far
the most popular student government member. Asked if there were
any members of student government that they especially liked,
Wilson was a two-to-one favorite over his nearest competitors.
Criticism of Wilson ran at far lower levels than that of the Senate.
Those critical of Wilson felt that he was "not student oriented," "a yes
man," or "too conservative on financial matters." One black student
criticized Wilson for his veto of the Black Student Union ap·
propriation bill, saying, "he's not fair to the Black Student Union."
Ironically, Wilson's stand on the BSU bill also earned him a great
deal of approval among others. "He stood up to BSU," said one
student. Another said that he "admired Wilson's courage." Several·
students felt that there was nothing wrong with Wilson but that
"Senate ties his hands."
Wilson got a "good" or "fair" performance rating from 53 per cent
of those polled, with slightly less than three per cent identifying his
performance as "poor."
Less than 10 per cent of those polled gave the ASUNM Senate a
"good" performance rating. Forty-three per cent thought that the
Senate did a "fair job" while 21 per cent felt that the Senate's performance was "poor." Over 27 per cent had no opinion or didn't care.
Ironically, over 80 per cent of those polled were registered voters
(about 20 per cent Republican, 40 per cent Democrats, and 16 per cent
Independent) and 93 per cent said that they were interested or very
interested in national and state politics.
Slightly over one third of those interviewed said that they had actively supported a candidate in state or national elections. Nearly 62
per cent generally approved of Gerald Ford's performance as
president (33 per cent did not and 48 per cent generally approved of
Jerry Apodoca's performance as Governor. 'l'hirty-seven per cent
disapproved of Apodaca's'actions as Go\'ernor.
~"

The- .Moving Spirit Singt-~•s wil1 Jterrorm the ·
musi('al, "Ail~.'luia, A Prais(' Gathvring tor
B£"liev('rs" Wednesday, Jan. 28. 7:30 p.m.,
ArJuinas Newman Ctr. Evt-ryonc welcotrte: ,1.d·

LaW

8cJtool.

c:Ad1111S~101l
~e~~t

February 7,1976
.J. C (!J
February 2·5, 1976
The Test:.
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
The Review Course: UNM School of Law, Room 102
Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. In conjunction with Professional Educators,
Inc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory Instruction, taught by attorneys and other professionals, utilizing on approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student involvement and an insight
Into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees thot If you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course aonin at no charqe.
Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
~· Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

(505) 255•4050

._-.·

mission Cree.
BeJ~inning

ASA Ga11cry needs ht'lp in all aspects of gallery
work.Jntereslt>d iltudcnts call Vicki, 277 5393.

Squarl" Danec Lessons starling now.
Com(' and givc it a try. 7 p.m. C\'('ry Thursda)'• rm
176 Johnson Gym. No dancing coxpcri(>nce
necessary. Nnt tllret>wccks are fretl.

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Tel. 277-3121
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IF YOU HAVE LONG HAIR,
WE LOVE YOU .
IF YOU WANT TO GROW· IT
LONG, WE'LL HELP YOU.

HAIR CRAfTS

INTERNATIONAL
293-4141

=
-...=

2614 PfNNSYLVANIA

en
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Aliee In Wonderland
Tickets- In Advance 31.25
At The Door 81.50
Gt·oups 10 ot·more advance 31.00 each

=
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=
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POPEJOY HALL

Saturday,January 31-1:30 &3:30
Sunday, February 1-1:30 & 3:30

.

u

The Cultural Program Committee

Albuquerque Children's Theater
Presents
The All-Tin1e Favorite Fantasy

Master scissor cuts, unisex Hair cutting Salon, Hair cu!!_ done in P.rivacy, Haircut to Life Style, Bone Structure & ProP.ortion.
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Master scissor cuts,unisex flair cuttiog Salon, Hair c~ts done in privacy, Hair cut to Life Style, Bone Structure & Proportion.,
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Queen~ Amon Duul, Rinky, Flight

:; "Night at the Opera"
::l Queen
:; Elektra/7E-1 053
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head in the opening song, "Death
on Two Legs." We know because
we can hear Ariel Bender's
shrieking guitar.
The Kinks play a guest cut
next, trotting out one of Ray
Davies' cute little English
vaudeville toe-tappers, even entitled ''Lazing on a Sunday Afternoon." (Remember the Kinks'
"Lazing on a Sunny Afternoon"
of a few years back?)
·
This continues as we hear
Slade, Manfred Mann, 10 C.C.,
even the great mentor himself,
David Bowie, all join Queen to
create. the greatest "battle of the
bands" album ever assembled.
This is all the work of four
guys in the wrong profession.
They should be brick layers.
They play with all the finesse of
cement mixers, overdubbing
layers of Mercury's vocals in an
attempt to hide their lack of skill
at instrumentation. Brian May's
guitar is trite, too loud, unpolished. Roger Taylor's drums
are less than adequate to push
this basically thr'ee-man band
along.
The vocals alone provide the
band with any identity of their
own. Mercury's voice rises out of
the murky depths of Queen's
bass·oriented sound like the
winged messenger of Rome out of
the Inferno. He takes the band
places they don't deserve to be,

*

Review by Kenneth R. Walston
Queen is a band with a mission.
When the group formed three
years ago, "glitter rock" was
taking the English and American
scene by storm, and Freddie
Mercury and his fellow Queens
were determined to out-glitter
the Bowies and Enos, staking
clilim to the title of most
degenerate rock stars of the 70's.
Unfortunately, Bowie turned
Disco, Eno left Roxy Music to
play with synthesizers, and "glitter rock" was all over. Well,
here's Queen, black fingernails
and all, stuck with the image
they tried so hard to foster so
successfully. Now that they are
left alone to claim the crown, it
seems they also decided to claim
the sounds and styles of their
mentors.
A Night at the Opera is a
frustrating album. It has many
good things going for it,
especially in the area of vocal
arrangements, but these are
overshadowed by the sense of
"deja vu" inherent in every cut.
Each song on the album has a
close relative lurking in the
background from some other
band's previous release. Mott the
Hoople rears its now-defunct .

-

APERBACK
Largest Collection in Town
,

.....

Trade your Fiction for ours
Plus 15c each - 2 for 25c
With this Ad- Bring 10 take 10 for $1.00
GEOGRAPHICS
PLAYBOYS
COMICS WANTED
ANY NUMBER
Trade - Buy - Sell

ACE BOOK & STAMP EXCHANGE
open Tuesday through Saturday
1417 Carlisle N.E. ~

10-12, 1-4:30

256-7868

into that rarified atmosphere of
stardom. (These guys do sell
records, I'm told.) Mercury
should dump the rest of the band
and record on his own.
In the meantime, we have
three .albums from Queen, each
as unsubtle as the next. But then
they didn't get where they are
through subtlety, but. through
playing a vicious brand of noise
known as rock and roll. That they
can do, even though not with
originality or consummate skill.
They might yet claim title to the
most degenerate rock stars of the
70's.

"Made in Germany"
AmonDuulii
Atco/SD 366-119

•

•

The Cultural Program Committee
The:Associated Students UNM

..

n

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
'

Present
The Fabulous

Pilobolus
Dance Company_
Wed., January 28-8:15 p.m.
Tickets 87.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
UNM Students· 1/2 Price

Mareel Mareeau
Tuesday, February 3-8:15 p.m.
Tickets: S8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
l':'\:\1 Students 1/2 Price

Tel. 277-3121
F1•ee 14cctu .. e- J)cmo t•ilobolus
ltodc'' 'J'hcateJ•
Tuesday, .Jmtuar·y 27-

a::~o

*

Review by Renzo Giromini
,Amon Duul II is a German
group that pioneered the spacy
"drone" sound of European rock
music years ago with their
releases of Dance of the Lemmings and Carnival in Babylon.
That sound was quickly copied by
myriad bands and is still
prevalent today.
Lately, Amon Duul II has been
rearranging their musical image
to encompass a more vocal and
decadent style. The emphasis on
vocals in this LP is an unwelcome
change. In the earlier releases
lyrics were so mixed down that
their contribution to the total
album was predominantly harmonic rather than poetic. Now it
seems that a better grasp of the
English language and a need to
expand their market has resulted
in shorter tunes and such lyrical
gems as:
Ludwig
where did you lose your smile
your blues eyes
are dark from sadness
your baby face
is pale from madness
Ludwig
Lyrics as the above make me
feel as though someone locked
old Amon Duul II in a room with
Steeleye Span/Strawbs/Queen
albums 'till ears bled, skin
crawled,
and
outrageous
nromises were made in hopes of

p.m.

-------------~'"'

Lobo
Review
of

.
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Review by George Gesner
The premiere album for this
jazz rock group will bend a few
ears. The musicians are capable
and the material is fresh. The
album starts off with an in"Cameo Roles"
strumental called "In Flight."
Rinky Dink & the Crystal Set
This jazz number puts you into
Harvest/ST-11498
space and is accompanied by
• * *
Latin undertones. It features FizReview by George Gesner
zwah Yeager on keyboards and
The first album from Rinky group composer Pat Vidas on
Dink & the Crystal Set is a brass.
fragile attempt at capturing
Popular single material is
nostalgia. Their cuts are believed
found in "Make A Miracle" where
to be musicals from shows they Vidas sounds like a Mannilow or
contrived, shows that will never Anka on this one. Switching to
reach the viewing audience.
rock, "Let's Fly Away" is characFrom the Hollywood musical
teristic of the flower rock period.
Parasol comes "(Do) The MonThe side ends in a return to
thly Monkey." It is reminiscent jazz, "Latin Dippy Doo." The inof an absurd version of Dan
strumental features guitarist
Hicks & His Hot Licks. From the
Ted Karczewski and Vidas, who
Broadway musical comes the title
is the jazz influence on the
song of "Jewish American
album. This nine minute number
Dream." You must have your top
contains Mahavishnu style jazz,
hat and cane to appreciate this
bullfight scenarios, and soft, cool
Vaudevillian outcast.
jazz.
The West End musical One
Side two embarks with "Rhap·
White Spot brings us "Two-Way sody To You" characteristic of
Radio Blues." This piece starts
Gentle Giant's European rockoff in left field and remains
jazz sound. "Ease of Confusion"
totally abstract throughout. The
is one of those soft, easy going,
lyrics have radically changed to
sitting-at-the-piano-bar-crying"shooby dooby, coochie coochie,
i n·y our- be er·over·a-1 ost·love
and Kalamazoo." Parasol comes
songs. The piece grows on you
up with another musical, "Carand accompanies a sad mood
pet-Bag Rag." This piece is once
well. The finale is a potpourri of
again nostalgic. Ted Mack
musical styles · and is .ap· .
wouldn't even take this one. It's · propriately
titled
enough to make Manhattan tran"Stratosphere." Rate this album
sfer.
B.

SkatehoartJg
Bicycle World

2216 Central SE

Cove:red
WV'ago.n
Makers of-Hand Mdds Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN
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Dizzy & the_ Count: Enetgetlc Jaz.z
de force" of their abilities and
partly as a paean to the Kansas
City style, forged out of the blues
and the musician supremacy contests of the 1930's Kansas
City-particularly those of the
Basie band such as this one. Griffin blows a fantastic tenor solo
which does not echo Pres by
imitation (in jazz imitation is not
always the sincerest form of flattery!) but instead he pays
homage to Pres by blowing his
heart out in one inventive chorus
after another; Lester would have
dug it.

~

''At The /'t{ontreux Jazz Festival··
1975"
=::!.1.
"The Dizzy Gillespie Big 7"
Pablo Records/2310-749
I suppose since this. is the Arts & Media page and I'm the Arts & Media "The CountBasie Jam Session"
editor I should say something about the censorship imposed on the visiting Pablo Records/2310-750
dance troupe. Here, then, is my statement: Davis' action stinks.
* * ...
Review by Thomas J,.indsey
What else could I say? As a practicing journalist and a lover of the arts, I
Niels Pedersen should get a
cannot condone censorship. Any form of censorship stinks, no matter special award for his effort on
who imposes it or for what reason.
· .
"Lover Come Back To Me," a
leviathan, lightning tempo jam of
But the' reason given here is the worst of all: because the State 16 minutes. His energetic bass
Legislature is in session. State Senator John Irick is reported (by the Jines, along with Mickey Roker's
Albuquerque Tribune yester_day) to have told President Davis any nude drumming, provide non-stop
scenes could have a negative effect on UNM money requests. So, the rhythm support for a series of
pressure our forefathers never considered when they established .the Con- fabulous solos by Gillespie (trumstitution is being applied: money. "For he who holds the purse strings pet), Milt Jackson (vibes), and
holds the power of people's minds,"_might be the saying of many of our Tommy Flanagan's piano, with
esteemed legislators.
Johnny Griffin and Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis trading tenor sax
They have no business using that kind of pressure. The purpose of the breaks. "Lover ... " is one hell of a
University is to provide New Mexico citizens (and anyone else who superb example of how exciting
chooses to come here)' with a chance at higher education. This chance the basic "modern jazz" formula
shotJid not be dependant on the whims and biases of some narrow-minded can be when played with feeling
men, particularly those in elected offices. .
by polished jazz pros.
Time and tempo . are both
This would not be an issue if the dance company had been allowed to
diminished
on the jazz ballad,
· ' perform as they saw fit. Bill Martin, director of Popejoy Hall, had plans to
"What's
New?,"
.but the exmake allowances for anyone not wishing to see nudity. Had Martin been
cellence
of
professionalism
able to carry out those plans, artistic endeavor would have been left intact
remains. Davis and Griffin blow
and no one's rights would have been trampled.
such elegant and lyrical solos
they almost raise the ghosts of
It would also have not been an issue if the Tribune had not run the story the Coltrane/ Adderly sax trades
on the front page, with "Nudes at Popejoy" the headline. This is the case of the late 50's·.
of the sensationalist taking over from the journalist. It was a chance for
"Cherokee," (which Charles
somebody to run around yelling "Nudity! Live nudity! Right on stage!" in Parker loved almost as much as
order to shock somebody, guaranteeing a reaction of some sort. Artistic the variations on "I Got
freedom, artistic merit, artistic purpose were ignored for the allegedly Rhythm") is, because of Bird, a
titillatil)g aspect of the naked bodies. The reation on the part of the natural vehicle for up-tempo imTribune was that of the man who spends his time at magazine racks provising; and, like "Lover ... ",
looking at the Playboys and Penthouses for the pictures and ignoring everyone romps through it with
the
words.
expertise, feeling and an avalanI, I
, I
che of fun. It is easy to pick up on
The dance troupe should never have had to ask if the nudity would be the excitement and fun that the
ah rrght. They should be able to do it without fear of reprisal. But, as fans at Montreux last summer
someone pointed out to me, that is not the reality of the situation. The felt: it begins with the first note
reality is that somebody is going to be offended, and we must consider of music on this disc and never
that in dealing with Art.
stops!
Like Dizzy's set, Count Basie's
I shudder at that reality. It is the reality of ignorance. It is the reality of sextet (Pedersen, Jackson and
oppression. It is the reality of immaturity. It is the reality of fear. And for Griffin again, joined by Louis
the life of me, I cannot see where this fear comes from.
Bellson, drums, and Roy
Eldridge, trumpet) presents the
Like a cancer, censorship creeps into everything. It does not stop with·a same incessant drive, immediacy
dance company from out of town. Those who would impose censorship of feelings, and inventive im·
know the best way is to move in a little at a time, so nobody gets into an provisation.
Bird's tune, "Billie's Bounce,"
uproar. A small blight on the landscape causes no comment, and a little
is
jazz's answer to generation
growth year by year is accepted by the general populace until the blight
becomes a way of life. The attempts by our esteemed legislators will not
stop with Pilobolus. They will continue in their own ignorant and foolish
way, until things at UNM are also the ways of the ignorant and foolish.

·'

i

And that, my friends, is considerably more dangerous than a naked
body.

Morris Udall
Wants Volunteers

with
Room, Board; Travel expenses
for Campaign Work
Call Tom Udall at 843-9581
or: Dick Lees at 243-6504

gaps: 30's and 40's masters Basie
and Eldridge, 50's master
Jackson, and 60's giant Griffin
combine in a symbiosis of
magnificence that only music can
generate-and no music likejazz
at its best!
Jamming to the blues in a
familiar key can be both the
easiest and hardest jazz to play.
Easy to do,· hard to do with the
kind of exc~JIP.nce of phrasing
that jazz vets like Basle,
Eldridge and Giif£in perform
here; and Milt, being a master of
thematic improvisation and sp<mtaneous composition, proves it
well in his solo.
Lester
Young's
classic,
"Lester Leaps In," is done by
these musicians partly as a "tour

Film:
Robert
Bresson's
"Mouchette" will show tonight at
the SUB theater, 7 & 9 p.m. $1
admission for all SUB films.
Film: "Silent Running" directed
by Douglas Trumbull, the special
effects man for "2001," will show
tomorrow night in the SUB
theater, 7 & 9 p.m.
Film: ''Female Trouble" with the
same people that brought you
"Pink Flamingos" will take up
two nights of the SUB film
schedule for reasons unknown. 7
& 9 p.m. Saturday and Sunday,
SUB.
Film: The Rodey Film Festival
will present Sergei Eisenstein's
"Ivan the Terrible Part II" a
silent film with music written by
Prokofiev. 7:30 p.m. Sunday at
Rodey Theater, $1 admission. .
Dance: "The Hanging Dance"
will continue tonight, tomorrow
night, Friday .and Saturday, 8
p.m. in Rodey Theater.
·
Lecture: "Assimilation versus
Self Preservation: Philo of
Alexandria" will be the topic of a
lecture by Jewish author Samuel
Sandmel tonight, 8 p.m. Wood·
ward Hall.
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Music: Senior recital, Kenneth
Battat, percussion,. Keller Hall,
tonight, 8 p.m.
Music: Albuquerque Chamber
Music, Keller Hall, 8:15 p.m.
tomorrow.
Music: Organ recital, Arthur
Mehl, Keller Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Friday.
Music: Thomas Newton, trombone, Sunday 4 p.m. Keller Hall.
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Anyone who likes cooking,
fluent, musically rich jazz jamming will dig both .of these discs
·in the Pablo "Montreux Series."

:
•
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STDRY IF
RATED
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BOREDWALK

The masterpiece ofbizarre love
t'hat stunned France.
A portrait OJ love andsubmission
to disorder the senses.

Four weeks free
in New Hampshire

""
zct>

~
;o

By Terty England

'f.he-best cut on the album hap·
pens to be a Van Morrison hit.
''Moondance" is soft and fluid,
but the original' version still surpasses. The piece makes way for
intermission.
The second side begins with
"Flaming June" from the love
epic "Bois des FiUions," It starts
with a late 1960 San Francisco
rock sound, then loses direction,
and ends in a country hoedown.
From the motion picture Up
'Against
A. W.O.L.
comes
"Shotgun-Boogie (Shlitz Blitz)."
It features new lyrics, "shooby
dooby shotgun."
The next piece "Blue Movies"
is rated X. No one under a hundred years old is allowed to listen
to it. The side ends with One
White Spot standout, "It Ain't
Art (But It Ain't Easy)." The
title sums this piece up quite
well.
The names of the musicians
have been omitted to protect the
guilty. Rate this album D plus.

Flight
Capitol ST-11458·

Aita & m•dlo Opinion.===:==::========::::::;,
.
'

Naked & Dangerous

Records
release.
Made in Germany is basically
rock heavy, but it has strings,
horns, phonetic lyrics, and shorter tunes, making this LP ,more
"accessible" and giving it better
chances of being programmed on
FM. In other words, all the
"hooks."
What saves this record from
being totally objectionable is
Amon Duul II's continuing
capacity to be inventive and
spontaneous in their musical
arrangements.
Successfully
retaining a hard, crisp edge in
their music, the band refrains
from the "boogie" syndrome affecting many other so-called
"space" bands.
· Recommendations: well, if you
dig kinky German space rock
music, you'll love it. Certainly a
better
buy
than
Barry
.Manilow/Mac Davis soma.

'

•
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$1.00
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Lobo Scoring Machine
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By Harold Smith
He is big and sort of bulky
looking, but when he has his back
to the basket and the ball bouncing off the tips of his fingers
George Berry is a sure-shooting
scoring machine.
Berry, 6-7, is in his first year at
UNM. He came here, following

••

his coach, Lobo assistant basketball coach Jim Newman, from
'Compton Junior College in
California.
Berry has already earned a
starting for~ard position on the
UNM team, which is now tied for
first in the WAC. At the other ·
forward slot "!s,;George's Compton
teammate ~a~ty-G:r_ay.
In the fi~st fww games of the
Lobo season Berry proved his
ability on offense, but there were
a few moans and groans, and unbelieving sighs about the entire
Lobo squad's struggle on defense, let alone Berry,
Berry does admit he has gotten
a little better on defense since he
started playing for New Mexico.
George does not, however, think
the Norm Ellenberger-led defen.se is any different.
"It's the same as anywhere
else," he said. "It's just one guy
trying to outdo another. It's just
like in the park.
"When you're younger you
·look up to things. When you get
there you find it's not all that
hard," Berry said.

MOTOR OVERHAUL
NEW CHROME RINGs
ROD BEARINGS
GRIND VALVES
REMOVE C~BON

ALIGN RODS
NEW GASKET
NEW OIL .
TUNE-UP ENGINE

II·"II:VY

$16950

FREE E~TIMATES
FULL PRICE. LABOR &
PARTS - ENGINE
CONDITION PERMITIING

RECONDITIONED VOLKSWAGEN$ FOR SALE
TIMING ADJUSTED
VALVE ADJUSTED
BRAKE ADJUSTED
CLUTCH ADJUSTED
STEERING Ab.iUS~D

NEW POINT.S. PLUGS
CARBURETOR ADJUSTED
OIL CHANGE
·cLEAN SCREEN

SPECtAl MAIOR~'TUNING
AIMMILIII_,
MIO·~·
Ml-lm

liigh quality shell. stone.-and silver Heishi

Chokers··
Maerame

The primary reason Berry
decided to come to dry, and comparatively i~olated, UNM was
Newman. It ~pes-not seem logical
for a basketball player who grew .
up in Brooklyn where he attended well-known (basketballwise) Erasmus High, and attained junior college allAmerican status at Compton
which is just outside Los Angeles
to come to New Mexico. But a
good, understanding coach can
make all the difference.
About Newman, George said,
"We respected him. We had a lot
of discipline, but if you had a s11ot
you believed in you could take

Daily

(Continued on page Ill
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Sports ·

Swimmers 3rd

Jayhawk
·Transfer
To Play
You may have seen Jack Hollis
run through the warm-up routine
at the Arena along with the rest
of the Lobo basketball team
before a game. And you may
have wondered why the 6-5 forward never plays.
As a matter of fact Jack has
not even taken off his warm-up
pants yet.
Hollis said he is eager to begin
playing, and was ready to go
before the weekend games against Arizona and Arizona State.
But the Kansas Jayhnwk tranc
sfer was not eligible due to what
he said was a foul up during
registration.
·
Jack said he should have the
problem worked out by this
weekend when the Lobos play
Brigham Young and Utah on the
road.
Hollis did not start as a
Jayhawk. "I saw some action on
the varsity," he said. "It was
something like (Dave) Otero's
doing now." Jack's average was
27 points a game on the KU
junior varsity and six per contest
on the varsity.
From Aurora, Ill., the 250pound junior could have redshirted the remainder of the
season and played the whole
1976-77 season, but he said, ."I
started at UNM last January so
I've been sitting out a year
already. If I wait any longer I'll
start getting rusty."
Hollis said, "From sitting on
the bench and watching I think I
know what (Norm) Ellenberger
wants out of a player.

it."

Then there is Ellenberger,
that Arena omnipresence with its
heishi, striped pants and
arrogance. It's not the heishi or
the striped pants that win ball
games in the infamous Pit. It's
the arrogance. The ancient
swashbuckling confidence, which
only a few possess today, is his .
"Ellenberger is disciplined,
too," .Berry said. "He doesn't
believe in shooting out of the offense though."
That's Lobo basketball, and for
the most part, that's WAC
basketball.
Berry has confidencl) and an
arrogance all his own. Sitting in
the A!"ena dressing room before
practice Berry said between
thoughts of Flatbush, "You have
to be a little cocky. You've got to
believe the ball is going to go in.
You can't think about a shot
you've missed.
"You've got to have confidence
in yourself."
The 21-year~old junior is
~coring at a 13.4 per game clip,
second best ori the team and is
second in rebounding with 18.5
boards a contest.
·
A lot of ex-Lobos used to wish,
"If I were onl:y a couple of inches
taller then I'd really be good."
And that's players skyscraping 67 or more. But not Berry.
"If I had a chance to be taller I
wouldn't. I'd rather improve my
ballhandling. Anybody should be
able to dribble and shoot."
George proves his adeptness
at dribbling as the third member
of the backcourt trio of the
Lobos' spread offense. Berry is in
the middle, guard Ricky Williams
takes one side and either Dan
Davis or Dave Otero (two more
guards) take the other·
Berry handles the roundball
nearly as well as the guards, with
th? . possible exceptio_n of
WJ!ltams, whose expertJse at .

~obo
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... Scoring Machine
(Continued from page 10)

basketball control is surpassed
by none in the conference.
"I was bigger than most guys
when I was 13 or 14," Berry said.
"I'd grab a rebound and give it
off to these little cats like I saw
on TV." Those "little cats," gunners like they always are, then
would take the ball downcourt
and put up a shot. They had the
ball, didn't they? Might as well
shoot it.

I

pc~s.

·Io:oo- 7:oo
Mon-Sat
Head Supplies: Papers, 15 cents, Small Pipes $1-$2.
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Intramural
Due Dates
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{Continued on page 11)
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For women: basketball - Feb.
3, bowling - Feb. 10, billiards Feb. 17, softball- Mar. 23, handball - Mar. 30 (singles) Apr. 6
(doubles), archery - Apr. 13,
gymnastics - Apr. 20 and track
and field- Apr. 20.
Call the 1-M office at 277-4347.
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ched hjm pi!)Y.,~oy:qkp.ow why.:•
Berry and the Lobos will be m
Provo and Salt Lake City, Utah
this Friday and Saturday t.aking
on Brigham Young on the first
night in Marriott Center, the
nation's largest basketball

New Mexico is still in the thick
of the WAC race despite its home
loss to the Arizona Wildcats
Saturday.
UNM is working mu~:h better
together now, however, and
Berry said, "Everybody's used to
everybody else. It makes it a lot
easier.
"Everybody, everybody's
going to be out there trying.''

Arabesque ..Paper. Enterprises
Retailers of Fine, Imported Artist's Papers
Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and water~
color papers for the winter and spring at the best prices
in Albuquerque.
We Stock:
Arc-hes Cov(!r

Arches Silkserecn
Cosmos Blolllng
Rives BFK
Clusfc Watercolor
German Etching

.

Rives J.ight Weight
J.Grecn Watercolor
Hosho
R\vc!i lleavy Weight
Copperpl&te

2-WEEKS ONLY ..
POST-SEASON

Shogun

More than 50 additional varieties of papers may be ordered.
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:

•
•
•
•

McCha;ris Gallery
309 Cornell S.E.
266-0783
Bulk sales or 60 sheets or more at large discounts. Gel your class logetllcr and .make one large
order to save time and money.

SKIS
BOOTS
POLES
SKI APPAREL

:mm 1111

Dill' !

J!D! 3I

5.A. LE
REDUCED

0650%
All Safe Items Marked

!til

Pepino's On Central
Music by Gunpoint

II

.

Daily lobo

showplace seating 22,700.
On Saturday the Wolfpack will
face the Utes of Utah.

J1'3 21

l

),

"You just do what it takes to
win."
The inevitable question put to
college stars is who's your
favorite pro? George's favorite is
Julius Irving. Why? "If you wat-

(Continued from page 10)

I

at excellent prices.
Many colors, styles, and sizes of distinctive

m'ade by local craftsmen. Also, sand cast and bark

.

George had other ideas. He
said he started getting boards,
and taking the ball downcourt
himself. After all, George wanted
to shoot, too. And that's the way
Berry learned how to dribble like
a guard.
Just so someone won't think
Berry is so "cocky" he doesn't
care about the team as a whole,
there is another side to Berry.
"You have to do what the coach
says," he said. "Otherwise that's
what breaks up teams.

i t.
13and track and field- Apr. 20.
For men: power lift - Feb. 3,
racquetball Feb. 10, badminton
- Feb. 10, handball - Mar. 2,
bowling - Mar. 2, slow pitch Mar. 23, tennis- Mar, 23, golfMar. 23, Inner-tube water poloApr. 6 and track- Apr. 20.

Hun~

George Berry, UNM's dribbling forward, goes against Nevada-Las Vegas. Berry averages
13.4 points a game.

1-M Signup Dates
Sign up dates for spring
semester intramural competition
is nearing.
Corecreational activities and
their entry due dates are:
free throw - Feb. 10 billiards Feb. 24, swimming_..: Mar. 2, inner-tube water polo _ Mar. 23,
golf - Apr. 13, archery - Apr.

Photo by Wendell

I

By Randy Builder
On Jan. 8, when some UNM students were ending their semester
break and preparing to start the first of two bicentennial semesters,
the UNM swim team ventured to San Diego where they worked out
for their first meets of the new year.
Upon its return to Albuquerque, the team was notified that its
January 15 meet here with Western Colorado was cancelled. Looking
past the cancelled meet, the Lobos had to face a WAC meet in Tucson
the following weekend,
In the meet, which took place this past weekend, UNM place third,
behind second-plaJ<e Arizona State, and first-place Arizona. Hawaii
placed fourth.
Although UNM did not place first, there were members who did:
Brian Patno placed first in both the 100- and 100-meter butterfly competitions and David Feld was first in the 200-meter breaststroke.
UNM coach Rick Klatt said Tom Smith, a freshman, did a "good job in
the medleys."
Klatt said the team showed some "really good performances for this
time of year. Klatt was also impressed about his team in general and
said the team "is doing an excellent job."
Because UNM does not have a diving coach, the diving program at
UNM is "not stable," said Klatt. He said the Arizona teams "have fullfledged diving programs.'' Since .there is· a diving competition at
every swim meet, UNM is at a loss right from the starting gun shot.
Klatt said he is hopeful that a possible future ruling will let all
schools have the maximum number of scholarships. Right now UNM
has only six scholarships to give to swimmers while other teams such
as the Arizonas have the maximum number of 11.
The swim team is preparing for the next meet which will be in
Colorado this weekend. UNM will meet with both Colorado and
Colorado State.
Klatt said Colorado "is starting to get a lot better in swimming" and
Colorado State "is rebuilding their program." The Lobos are approaching the upcoming meet o'ptimistically: "We expect to beat both
~earns," Klatt said.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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Rates: 15!=ents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine ceo·
ts per word per day Ino refunds if cancelled
l»efore five lnsertionsl, Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance.
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Marron Hall room 131 or by mall tQ:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque,N,M. 87131
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PERSONALS

:::

ARE YOU GAY'! Ne!!d to talk to oth!lr Gny's'l Call

Q.)

~mipc:_c!7_7'21ifi4.101ili Mesa Vista Hall.

Z

~

A1'TENTION: UNM BOOKS'fOHE returns
policy: Books purchased for the spring semester
1976 may be returned for Full priee through Sat.
Feb 14 provid!!d: 1) books must be in new condition, 2) books must be accompanied by
cash receipt, 3) Student J.D. must be present with
return. 1/30
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You hnve friends who care at Birth fight, 247-9819. tfn
NEED A REST from Mom's cooking? Foot long
hotdogs 35c. ll-30kie's. 1/30
THERE'S A DH'FERENCE betwt1en loneliness
and bemg alone. Want to talk'! i\GORA, 2773013. 1/30
NICK- You remember the place, they serve
really good homemade food and havl' a New York
atmosphere. See you at Ca1•raro's, Mary. 1/28

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: FEMALE German Shepherd puppy on
campus. If owner dol's not claim, will give away.
Call 298.·9139. 213

-LOST: .BROWN Corduroy
------coat with grccn gloves
in pockets. Call 268·5287 and leave mf!ssagc for
Ken. 2/3
REWARD: for Silvl'r 'l'urquoise circle pin. One
stone missing. I.ost on <'ampus 1/22. St•ntimental
value· 277·2443, 247·4983. 2/2

------

LOST I,ADY'S GRUEN Watch. 277-2014 Pnt,
Rt•ward. 212

LOST: GOLD F'LY st>t w/stones, Fell off ring.
Sentinwntal value. RL•ward. 277 ·5395. 1/28

-

-·-·-·~·~·-·---~.--=--~~----"-'"--"-

LOST JANUARY 5, gold watch between Ortega
Hall & Romn. Sentimental value. Call 266·3422 af·
ter 5:00. 1129
HETURN CYCLE helmet, black gloves & ski
mask picked up in 105 Edu~. Bldg. 1122, No
questions. 299·2992 Lea~e message. Paul. 1/29
FOUND: TEXTBOOK in locker at bookstore.
Must be able to give title. Call 268·041i2 after 5:30
p.m. l/30

----3.

PASSPORT, IDENTII<'IC.ATJON photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, Ne11r UNM. Call
265-2444 or cpmo to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
TUNE UP YOUR VW, Volvo, Datsun, Toyota for
$12lnbor at German Automotive 268·5l69. l/3Q
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IB.M selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147. 1/30
.

CANON QL/7 Camera, 277-2874.

NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8, Must sell im·
mediately. Best offer. 242·1489. 1/29

FREE MATHEMATICS TUTORING for minority
students. Contact Stewart Kane, Math Dept.
Humanities Bldg., 461. 2/6

-~----~--------~------

SERVICES

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
How·to·do It, taught by art·oricnted professional.
No history, chemistry or esthetics, but all about
. camera operation, lenses, exposure, darkroom
production, films. Black-and-white emphasized.
One three·hour lecture weekly, individualized in·
struclion and heavy practice in excellent
darkroom ncar UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
trips. Absoluttl beginners welcome, or in·
termediatc. Expensive but intensive. Limited to
twelve very serious persons, starling around
February 10. Class fills fast so reserve a place
. now. Details: A-Photographer, 265·2444. l/23

NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8. Must sell im·
mt>diately. Best offer. 242·1489. 1/29'

papers, etc. 50c per double-spaced page. 345·
3288. 2/2

1958 VW, good condition $450. Wi!J negotiatl•,
Tom 281-5007 betwt•en 6 & 7 p.m. 1/29

Blue

MEN'S J,ARGE TURTLE.skin wet suit. Perfect
condition, only usl.'d onre, For further information
call Rob 268-7233. li29

---------PETITION DIVORCES arranged by legal clerk

BABYSI'fTEH, evenings and some afternoons.
266·8233. 2/3
SMALL CARS IMPOHT, domestic, complete
repair, 205 Stanford Alley 255-3180, 2/3

4.

·-----------------

RESERVED PARKING, Almosl on campus, 4
dollars per month, 842·10_6_3_,---=21_3_________
SAVE BIG MONEY! Hent 1/2 of my apartment
whill' I'm gonl'. $75 plus ... 265·4237. 2/3

5.

FORSALE

•

Lease a 1976 Dodg.e 8·100
Short Wheelbase Van VB, AT, Radio
per mo. on-36 month OEL

$85.85

USED COLDSPOT HEFRIGERATOH. Excellent
running condition. $70 firm. Call 256·1680 after 3

~:~~/30-

EMPLOYMENT

PART1'1ME HELP must be able to work 11:30 to
1:30 lunch, additional hours arranged per your
schedule. Der Wienerschnitzol, 6901 Lomas
NE. 1129
PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Ar·
tcrnoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please, Save Way Liqor
Store~, 570·1 Lomas N.E., 5516 .Menaul N.E. 1/30

, Jesus worked with what he had to free and humanize persons, and he had a
'Jot. He had the power to heal human brokenness, body and mind -a woman
with a hemorrhage, a man struggling with guilt and insecurity. What he didn't
have was p~litical power.
Perhaps he saw what wnulrl be possible if an open political system were added to what he had,
when he looked to the future and said. " ... he who believes in me will also do the works that I do;
and greater works than these will he do ... " (John 14:12)
Anyone who has the skill to facilitate healing in mind and body and doesn't use it fully is not
following Jesus. And, anyone who doesn't take advantage of the relatively open political arena of
UNM and other governments to foster the freeing and humanizing of persons, .
•.
I
Roland McGregor, Campus Minister

United Ministries Center
1801 Los Lomas, N.E. • Phone 247.0497
I invite you to Alumni Chapel today 12:30·1:00 for thought r; orayer.

----One--D-ay -S-ale---At Roots
r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

--------------~--------

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

C ~oneself: Coffeehouse at the Bakery. 1/28

20 USED TV'S $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
5987. 3/1
LEVI'S-BLllE JEAN big bells nlwaysnt The Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn
BOOKS FOH SALE. Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265. Call 299·1502 for a
better buy. 1/30
GOOD DRINKS and dancing on Ned's new dance
floor. 2/3

"HAYWIRE" MUSIC, Jazz-rock-country. Okle's
Tuesday, Friday, Saturday, For hire 243·
3632. 2/2

!

NEW NORDICA ASTRAL-PROS, 12 1/2, were
$180, now $75! 243-181.0. 2/29
OI.D ADOBE HOUSE, 9 rooms, Tijeras Canyon •
Drawer JJ. Taos, NM, (505) 758·2227. 2/10
SINGEH MAOIIINE. Left in lay·away, not
claimed. Equipped ~o button hole, zig 1.ag, etc. Pay
$26 and take machine. 3105 Central NE, 256·
3505. 2/2
10-SPEED RACING BIKE, 277·2874.

From Ft. Collins
4310 Central SE

p.m. 1/29~~
.. ~-~--~~-------Al\1ERICAN/INTEHNATIONAI, YO\JTH Hostel
Pass sold·Canterbury Chnpcl, 425 Univl'rsity
NE. 1130'

6.

MATURE BI/GA Y share house, NE, $50 mo/1/2
utilities. 299-92•15. 1/30

Cullpepper

TWO SEKINE lO·speeds. New 20 & 23 Inch ex·
cellent bikes $165. Tom 281·5007 between 6 & 7

FORREN'f

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartm~nt com·
plex for thl' young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming-pool. Efficiencies &
l·bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
243-2494. 2113

Coming Attractions

BOOKS FOH SAL-E. Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265. Call299-1502 for a
better buy, 1/30
PfONEER SX-939 receiver. $445, Pioneer Ct·
F7171 cassette tape deck $260. Both brand new,
still in boxes. 298·8370 before 9:00 or after 7:00
p.m: 1/27
·

-----------------------·
-----EXPERIENCED 'l'YPIST: Manuscripts,
theses,

$36 plus filing fee, 296·4977, 24 hour answering
service. 2/li
GETTING MARRIED'! Call Creative Services for
invitnlions & photography at low cost. 299·
7930. 2/17

Pepino's On Central

LEVJ'S.BI,UE J.EAN big bells always at The Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn

MATH !NS'fRUCTOR will tutor students.
$5/hour for one student or $7 /hour !or two
students in the same class. 262-0517, 277·
4938, 2/2

BEI,LY DANCING CLASSES at The
Hare em, 2217 Lend SE, 255-1967. 2/2

r

1

LAW SCHOOl. ADMISSION test Feb. 7. Prepare
now, call Profession;~! Educators of New Mexico,
Inc. 255-4050. 1/30

--~--

2/2

NECCHI ZIG ZAG. Christmas lay-away not·
claimed. Button holes, blind hems, etc. $40 or 10
payments of $4.00. 262·0637. 2/2

CARRAHO'S PIZZA. Fre,e delivery to University
area, dorms, sororities, fraternities, etc. Delivery
city wid!! for extra cost. 1/30

NEED SOMETHING TYPED'? Call LyJJn, 2660760. 1/30

PLANE1'S AT NEJDS through jan. 31. Start Feb.
1-Barnaby, You'lllove our new dance floor. 2/3

~

STEREO DEPT •. Closing all stereo department
components, recorders, consoles, tape players, 40
to !)OO/o off. While they last. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 2/2
TEN SPEED BIKE 23", $.55. 243-4652, 243·
6398. 2/2
CQI,OR TV, Brand names. Big screen. Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
256-3505, 2/2

FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BQOKSHOP
and
Photography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym on Cornel), Speci!ll order Sf)rvice, tfn

2/2

SANYO REFRIGERATOR (3.5cu fll, $85. Great
for Dorm! 266-9568after six. 2/2

SELL

TRADE
BUY

Gunrunner
3107 Central N.E.
...........................................................

Sunday, February 1, Roots will
ha:ve a one day sale for poverty
stricken students ..
100 pairs of used, returned and
reconditioned Roots at prices in
the $15-$17.50-$20-$22.50 range.
Sale at Winrock store only

____ Qpen3il~O~~Sal~goo~~nlyo~Fe~2 ___ _

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo ___ time(s) beginning ·------- _____ , under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2~· Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !;>.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Wan.t Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per wor,d1 $1.00 l)linimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Ma·rron Hall, Room 132

·Enclosed $ -·--~~ Placed by~~--~- _____ Telephone

Mail To
UNM Box 20, ·University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque; New Mexico 87131 "

